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Chapter I Introduction 
 

During the acquisition of a foreign language, learners are greatly influenced by 

motivation, which receives widespread attention. Its theoretical system has been studied and 

discussed by many researchers (eg. Hernádez, 2006; James, 2012; Hsieh, 2014). The cultural 

factor, among many factors affecting English acquisition, has also attracted sufficient attention 

due to its inseparability from the language. For instance, Gardner (1985) emphasized the culture 

of the target language in his integrative motivation theory, Williams and Burden (1997) stated 

the social culture influencing people’s choices, etc. Therefore, in teaching English, teachers 

should integrate the external factor of cultural teaching with the intrinsic motivation of learners 

to enhance the teaching effectiveness. 

  

Statement of the Problem 

 The research questions are: 1) What is status quo of Chinese non-major students’ 

motivation for learning English? 2) What is their attitude towards culture teaching? 3) What is 

the relationship between cultural teaching and the effectiveness of learning or teaching English? 

and 4) How does culture teaching interact with students’ motivation? 

 

Definition of Terms 

Intrinsic motivation is the reason why people finish certain activities for innate satisfaction or 

pleasure; performing one of these activities may be reinforcing in-and-of itself. (Brown, 2007) 

Culture teaching is necessary for FLT, for language and culture are inseparable. The aim of 

culture teaching is to cultivate learners’ communicative competence, and English teachers should 

emphasize the aspects of the relation between language and culture, the relation between 
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linguistic competence and communicative competence, and the relation between foreign 

language teaching and other school subjects. (Hu, 1982)  

 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of the research is 1) to explore the relationship between cultural teaching 

and college English learning motivation, 2) to prove cultural teaching’s influence on learning 

motivation, 3) to try to find effective methods to enhance students’ motivation and 4) to probe 

into the clear purpose of cultural teaching and shed light on further study. 

 

Significance of the Study 

The significant of the study lies in 1) briefly stating the relationship between language 

and culture, 2) overcoming communication difficulties caused by different cultural background, 

3) improving students’ English skills such as listening and reading comprehension, oral 

expression, etc. 

 

Delimitation of the Study 

The paper is done by the means of library research, so the English literature related to 

China’s college English learning motivation may not be sufficient.  

 

Methodology 

 A library research was conducted on the basis of the relevant literature retrieved via the 

library or the Internet. The articles and books were focused on the following fields: psychology 

of EFL, EFL learners’ attitude and motivation, the culture teaching and EFL motivation, etc. 
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Some Chinese literature in such regards was also collected to cover the situation in China. A 

literature review of the influence of culture on language learners’ motivation was conducted, 

during which different findings by different researchers were analyzed and synthesized. Some 

recommendations on aspects deserving attention in teaching practice were made.  
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Chapter II Review of Literature 

 In language learning, motivation is learners’ drive to learn the language, and the deep 

understanding and grasp of it help learners enhance their effectiveness in learning. In the foreign 

language acquisition, Western and Chinese scholars have done various researches concerning 

motivation, ascertaining it is a crucial factor in influencing the learning effectiveness. On the 

other hand, the study on motivation for learning plays a critical role in English teaching. The 

knowledge of it and adjustments made accordingly in teaching practice facilitate teaching 

efficacy.  

Motivation 

 It is never easy to answer such questions as what motivation is, where it comes from, 

what it consists of. To define motivation is as complicated as to effectively leaning the language. 

Dörnyei (2001) states that motivation is a very abstract hypothesis, which people use to interpret 

the cause of human thoughts and behaviors. 

Learning Motivation 

 Nowadays, as more importance has been attached to teaching students how to learn, the 

non-intelligent factors such as learning motivation and interests are gaining genreal attention 

increasingly. In teaching practice, teachers tend to confront with many problems such as some 

students’ general reluctance to make active attempts in learning to avoid mistakes, their 

underachieving due to over anxiety, to which the problem of motivation attributes. For teachers, 

a thorough understanding of motivation of learning facilitates the efficacious teaching 

adjustment, thus promoting students to learn effectively. It is of great theoretical and practical 

significance to explore the essence and connotation of motivation for learning. This chapter 
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introduces the basic theories of learning motivation, followed by an analysis of Chinese college 

students’ motivation for learning English and the concept of culture teaching.  

 Among factors impacting the learning of a foreign language, motivation is a very 

important one (Gardner & Lambert, 1972; Dörnyei, 2001). It seems self-evident that success or 

failure can be easily attributed to motivation and it is also the case in language learning. Many 

scholars have emphasized the important role of motivation in learners’ acquisition of a language. 

Brown (1994) points out that learners learn only on the condition that they have motivation to 

learn. Similarly, Skehan (1989:49) believes that anyone can acquire a language only if they have 

motivation.  

 Likewise, scholars have done a great deal of research on how motivation impacts the 

second or foreign language acquisition. Gardner and Lambert (1972) put forward the 

socio-educational model, together with the creative survey tool of Attitude/Motivation Test 

Battery, dividing the learning motivation into integrative motivation and instrumental motivation. 

According to Gardner (1985:82-83), integrative motivation is a “motivation to learn a second 

language because of positive feelings toward the community that speaks that language.” 

Integrative motivation involves an interest in second language learning itself simply because the 

learner takes an interest in the target culture. (Gardner & MacIntyre, 1993). While learners with 

instrumental motivation are to achieve some practical goal by using the language (Gardner & 

Lambert, 1972), like landing a good job or improving the social status. Dörnyei (1998) puts 

whole motivation factor into three levels of the language, the learner, and the learning situation, 

and later describes (2005) these three levels more specifically as various aspects related to the 

language, individual characteristics of the learner, and various aspects of language learning 

within a classroom setting.   
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  According to self-determination theory put forward by Deci and Ryan (1985), 

motivation for acquiring a foreign language falls into 2 categories: intrinsic and extrinsic. The 

former, based on the inner interests in the learning itself, can be embodied in learners’ need to 

acquaint the target language and culture or to experience the pleasure from grasping the 

word-building characteristics or appreciating literal works, while the latter, focused on the 

external factors, may be manifested as the pressure from parents and teachers, the pursuit of 

further studies or no more than the need to pass certain exams. Once the cause of extrinsic 

motivation diminishes, learners are very likely to stop learning. 

Chinese College Students’ Motivation for Learning English 

 On the basis of stratified sampling, Gao, Zhao, Cheng, and Zhou (2001) divide Chinese 

undergraduates’ motivation to learn English into seven categories: intrinsic interest, immediate 

achievement, learning situation, going abroad, social responsibility, individual development, 

information medium. Among these seven types, intrinsic interest has relation to integrative 

motivation, immediate achievement, individual development and information medium possess 

the features of instrumental motivation, and going abroad has both integrative and instrumental 

features. Compared with English majors, Gao et al. also find non-English majors tend to be less 

intrinsically interested in English, less exposed to the cultural aspects, less motivated to develop 

individually. Intrinsic motivation is closely related to productive and additive changes, i.e., the 

higher intrinsic interest in the target language and culture, the more easily students have 

productive and additive changes, which stimulate their inner interest in the target culture in turn.  

Similarly, Shi (2000) analyzes the relationship between Chinese college students’ motivation for 

learning English and their learning outcomes and concludes that many students learn English in 

the hope of getting certain certificates, or in other words, they are motivated instrumentally, and 
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the more effective learners have intense intrinsic motivation, whereas the less effective ones tend 

to be motivated be extrinsic factors.  

 Gardner (1972) attaches importance to the target culture in his integrative motivation 

theory, which can be interpreted as language learners’ interest in the community using the target 

language and their desire to integrate into the community. According to Deci and Ryan (1985), 

learners’ need to learn a certain language and culture can be internalized and motivates them to 

learn. In their motivation model, Williams and Burden (1997) state that people need to sustain 

the effort to complete a social context and culture which will influence choices made at each 

stage and suggest setting up a supportive learning environment where teachers stimulate students’ 

intrinsic motivation through cultivating their positive attitude towards the target language and its 

culture. Similarly, Dörnyei (2001) thinks it necessary to introduce the target culture to make the 

learning contents authentic.  

 Similarly, some Chinese scholars also notice the cultural aspects concerning learning 

motivation. Among them, Qin and Wen (2002) reveals that learner’s interest in English is the 

most predictable motivational behavior, and once they come to be interested in English and its 

culture, they will adopt a positive attitude toward learning, invest time and energy and make 

accomplishments they will not achieve otherwise. When it comes to the seven types of 

motivation categorized by Gao et al. (2003), cultural motivation is closed related to learners’ 

attention to and interest in the target culture. 

  Apart from the amount of work done with regard to the necessity of culture teaching or 

learning, many scholars have also conducted research on what and how to teach or learn. Among 

those who advocate integrating culture into language acquisition, Brooks (1968) defines the 

Culture with the big C -- “formal culture”, and the culture with the small c -- “deep culture”, 
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revealing the complicated and inseparable relationship between the language and the culture. In 

addition, Nostrand (1974) analyzes and categorizes the culture teaching contents by the 

“Emergent Model”, and Seelye (1993), on the basis of Nostrand’s study, determines the aims of 

culture learning, and introduces how to teach culture and evaluate cultural learning. While in 

China, Hu and Gao (1997) put emphasis on cultural factors which can directly influence 

conveying information in the communicating process, and meanwhile they believe that culture 

teaching aims at cultivate learners’ awareness and abilities to adjust themselves to cultural 

diversity.        

Summary 

 As to language learning, motivation plays a very important role. Many scholars home and 

abroad have put forward various theoretical frameworks and models and provided approaches to 

explore learning motivation. It is noteworthy that culture teaching influences some aspects of 

learning motivation and a most significant factor is learners’ interest in the target language and 

culture. In the light of the above thinking, English teachers are to put sufficient emphasis on 

cultural aspects in teaching practice and combine culture teaching, an extrinsic factor, with 

learners’ intrinsic motivation to achieve English teaching and learning effectiveness.  
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Chapter III Conclusions and Recommendations 

It is now common sense that culture teaching is inseparable from language teaching, but 

opinions vary when it comes to what to be taught and how to conduct cultural teaching in 

teaching practice.  

In China, scholars have made attempts to address the issue of culture teaching. Shu and 

Zhuang (1996) take into consideration such aspects as practicability, phases, appropriateness and 

methods in culture teaching. Hu and Gao (1997) specify culture teaching contents, including: 

verbal communication, non-verbal communication, custom and etiquette of communication, 

social structure and personal relationship, and values; their approaches to teaching culture 

involve culture penetrating, culture aside, culture assimilation, culture capsules, culture clusters. 

Gao (2001) suggests two levels of developing intercultural communication competence: “Going 

across” and “Going beyond” cultures. “Going beyond” focuses on the development of cultural 

awareness and therefore is more important as a pedagogical competence. Hu (2006) proposes 

group work as a new approach to teaching culture.  

Every language is produced and developed in a given social historical context, reflecting the 

cultural heritage peculiar to the country where the language is spoken, and therefore cultural 

aspects are not to be neglected when it comes to learning a language. With the regard to teaching 

practice, teachers ought to teach both the language and the cultural background. English teaching 

should be connected with culture, to make students fully aware of the differences between the 

target culture and their national culture, thus enabling them to digest and internalize the language. 

As the medium of culture, language conveys the connotations of culture, and therefore, to 

acquire a foreign language is to encounter, understand and receive the culture reflected by the 

language. Appreciation of English culture promotes simulation of active motivation to learn 
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English. Not only does proficiency in English concern the mastery of vocabulary and 

grammatical rules, but also involves appreciating the peculiar customs and traditions of the 

English-speaking countries. To some extent, second language acquisition is the process of 

integrating different cultures and promoting cross-cultural communication, which reflects the 

encounter, understanding, and acceptance of different cultures. 

On this account, instead of a tedious drill of basic language points English teaching should 

also cover the colorful cultural background knowledge of English-speaking countries and 

strengthen the cultural input, by which students’ comprehension of the contents can be enhanced, 

their accuracy in using English improved, and their ability to appreciate culture developed.  

Based on the above theoretical basis and analysis, I would like to put forward some aspects 

to be considered in culture teaching. 

The input of culture combined with teaching textbooks. Many English words possess 

pragmatical meaning, so in teaching vocabulary, teachers should shed a light on the myths, 

allusions behind it. Besides, some set phrases and idioms also carry a lot of cultural information. 

Take Lion’s share for example. Students may have a hard time associating it with the greater part 

or most of something unless they are familiar with the hunting story in Aesop’s Fables. The 

introduction to such kind of expressions facilitates students’ deep understanding and correct use 

of them, and therefore a solid foundation can be laid for their further learning. Based on the 

exploration of the textbooks, teachers can combine language points and cultural background to 

improve students’ language proficiency by making good use of the cultural information implied 

by the texts and integrating the cultural knowledge, including geography, customs, traditions, 

history, religions, etc. The idiom of spend money like water is a case in point. When introducing 

it to students, English teachers have to explain that this may result from the geographic features 
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of the British Isles, which are surrounded by sea, and people living there certainly take water as 

common and of low value. Teachers should also encourage students to actively get exposed to 

the cultural information by, say, reading English literary works or looking up background 

information via the website in English.   

The cultivation of thinking in English. Taking into consideration the differences between 

English and Chinese cultures, teachers should merge the cultivation of thinking in English with 

English teaching. If students learn how to think in the language, they can avoid negative transfer 

from their native tongue, Chinese, and understand the way native English speakers communicate 

among one another without many difficulties. With the consistent language activities combined 

with cultural background, students can develop their sense of English, acquaint themselves with 

the way native English speakers think, and gradually foster the habit of thinking in English, 

relatively easily transforming their thinking between English and Chinese. For instance, Chinese 

sentences tend to start with the whole, followed by the part, but such a sequence cannot be 

directly copied in expressing an address in English. Compared to Chinese expressions, English 

tend to be more objective, like the phrase grow up, and Chinese speakers may view its equivalent 

in Chinese as “(I think someone is) to know better than ...”. As to the sentence The thick carpet 

killed the sound of my footsteps, the Chinese equivalent may be I am walking on the thick carpet 

without making any sound by my footsteps.         

The diversified teaching methods. In English teaching, teachers should spare no efforts to 

infiltrate English culture to establish a relatively authentic language learning environment by 

displaying the pictures or objects of the English-speaking countries, playing clips of English 

movies or TV series. In this way, students can directly acquire the cultural knowledge and have a 

good base on which they make comparison and contrast between English and Chinese cultures. 
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Instead of dry lecturing, teachers should take advantage of various visual and auditory aids, to 

guide students to comprehend and explore the new cultural information, and meanwhile develop 

their own access to it. 

The culture-loaded extra-curricular activities. A good command of language is not at all 

the simple addition of the two factors of language and culture, and to achieve it needs a lot of 

practice, in which the internalization of the knowledge plays a key role. English teaching in class 

alone is far from effectively developing students’ abilities to communicate cross-culturally, and 

extra-curricular activities such as culture-oriented lectures and competitions should be held to 

provide students with opportunities to diminish students’ foreignness of English culture.   

 In conclusion, English teaching has more to do with providing students with the medium 

to understand the culture of English-speaking countries and stimulating their intrinsic motivation 

to learn than to do with merely develop their language knowledge. 
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